DJ KUT
Equipped with his own signature style and a brilliant ability to uniquely cut and mix, DJ KUT
continues to demonstrate why he’s earned the name.
Most known for his impressive flair for rocking parties and mesmerizing millions of listeners
each day, KUT is credited with breathing new life into beats. His mix sets are some of the most
celebrated pieces on mainstream radio and he’s garnered the love and admiration from
everybody from Jay-Z to Mary J Blige sharing the stage with LL Cool J, Ice Cube, Beyonce,
George Clinton, Wyclef, Bootise Collins, Chris Rock, just to name a few. There are not many
DJ’s who can dig deeper in the crates, while still having a mass appeal that registers with
everybody— old and new.
KUT’s fans know him best from his humble St. Louis beginnings, and thereafter, as the flagship
DJ for Nelly and the St. Lunatics on the MTV TRL tour. Along the way, KUT performed as the
headlining DJ for Cedric the Entertainer’s Comedy Review, Kut has appeared on BET’s 106 &
Park, VH-1 Driven, hosted “The Roof” and released a commercial mixtape on Sequence
Records, Kut has achieved international stardom syndicating his mixes overseas in Africa and in
more than 200 markets via Super Radio. Kut has made his mark as DJ, radio host, and producer.
KUT also earned recognition for producing the “Quiet Storm”, hosted by Doc Wynter, VP of
Urban Programming, Clear Channel, on St. Louis’s KMJM Majic 104.9.
After landing a coveted spot on New York’s POWER 105 alongside, Hip Hop aficionado, Ed
Lover, KUT quickly became a household name. Now with a few POWER years under his belt,
KUT has emerged from the “Midwest” St. Louis underground to the forefront in The Big Apple
and abroad.
With a natural ability to make people not just move, but loose their minds on the dance floor,
KUT has not only become a mainstay in one of the toughest markets in the world, but is quite
simply…arguably one of the hottest DJ’s in the industry.
When you think about what sets this turntable technician apart, it’s probably a combination of his
skills, his music selections and his innate ability to make something good even better. His mix
sets are some of the best in the game and his DJ’ing skills are nothing short of remarkable.
DJ KUT can be seen headlining the hottest parties, concerts & industry events and heard
weekday afternoons 2pm-7pm on Old School 95.5!

